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9 Ancient Rome

Roman myth usually appears as an appendix at the back of handbooks

of classical (i.e., Greek) mythology. The moderns have it on good au-

thority, for Ovid himself filled up his Metamorpåoses with Greek mat-

ter, adding a few native tales at the end. Rome was in fact the first big

external consumer of Greek myth, bequeathing it to Westem literary

posterity. When Roman tradition encountered strange gods, be it in
Greece, Gaul, or Germania, they were subjected as far as possible to

a Roman interpretation and tagged with the names of Roman dei-

ties. Hence the standard identifications (really renamings) Znus : Júpi-

ter, Hera : Jùnõ, Poseidon : Neptúnus, Hermes : Mercurius, Ares :

Mars, Athena : Minerva, Artemis : Dîdna, Hephaistos : Volcãnus,

Demeter : Cerës, Aphrodite :Venus, Dionysos : Bacchus or Llber,

Kronos : Sãturnus, Hestia : Vesta. Only one major god (Apollo) slipped

through with no change of name, and some lesser ñgures suffered pho-

netic mutilation in being filtered from the Greeks to the Romans via the

Etruscan interstratum (Hëraklês ) Herclulles, Asklêpiós ) Aesculapius,

Persephónd ) Proserpina). There was from early on a compulsion to

nativize, as when the earliest preserved Roman poet, Livius Androni-

cus, began his translation of the Odyssey by invoking not the Homeric

Muse but the obscure Latin goddess Camêna.

Roman legendry dated the founding of the Urbs to 753 B.c.E', a

date more than two centuries before the earliest attested inscriptions in

the Latin language. At that time the Greeks, newly literate with their

Phoenician-origin alphabet, were busy colonizing the coasts of Sicily

and southern ltaly, though not settling fa¡ther north on the west (Tlr-
rhenian Sea) coast than the Bay of Naples. But their influence did reach'
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for the west side of central Italy (both coastal and hill towns) was inhab-

ited by the Etruscans ("Tyrrhenians" to the Greeks),3 nation of un-

known origin, perhaps a mix of autochthons and ea¡lier substratal mi-

grants from the Aegean basin. A language similar to theirs was still

spoken on Lemnos in the northem Aegean in classical Greek times; lest

there be doubt of its non-Indo-European character, here are the numer-

als I-ro in the Etruscan language: thu, (e)sal, ci, íø, makh, huth,

semph, cezph (cf . Mons Cispius, the "Eighth Hilf' of Rome), nurph,

íar (zo was zathrum, but, e.g., r8 was eslem zathrurn'two from

twenty', recalling Latin duo-de-viginti, and 17 was also subtractive,

ciem zathrum). The Etruscans, with their maritime connections, were

prompt in assimilating Greek literacy and culture, which they gradually

passed on to their less adept neighbors in the hinterlands of the Apen-

nine peninsula, the bulk of whom spoke Indo-European Italic dialects.

Those included Umbrian in north-central Italy (east of the south-flowing

fiber, with Etruria [modern Thscany] to the west) and Oscan in the

south-central interior all the way to Campania (the back country of Na-

ples) and beyond. Latium was in those days a small area at the southern

tip of Etruria, and what was to become Rome lay only a few kilometers

from major Etruscan cities such as Veii and Caere. The natives spoke

Latin, a minor form of Italic rather different from Umbrian and Oscan,

and were strictly in the shadow of Etruria, culturally and politically
(Roma and Tiberis are themselves Etruscan names). Roman annalism

readily allows for Etruscan domination during the sixth century B.c.E',

down to the "liberation" and founding of the Republic in 5o9, while

filling in the early period with legendry of little historical (but consid-

erable mythological) significance. But even that was probably more of
a symbolic event, smacking of warlord+ype rivalry between Etruscan

and Etrusco-Latin factions (the Tarquin dynasty was in legend expelled

by the first pair of consuls, of whom Junius Brutus was a Tkrquin on his

mother's side, while Collatinus's gentilic name was Tiuquinius!)' Rome

remained heavily Etrusco-Latin through the fifth century, and only with
the incipient regression of Etruria about 4oo did purely Roman expan-

sionist tendencies seriously assert themselves. Roman cultural identity
is hence indebted to the Etruscans, and the "Westem" form of the Greek
alphabet that the Romans adapted and that we still use shows the influ-
ence of Etruscan (gamma becoming c, later new g-letter created, etc.).

The Etruscans had their own set of deities who, like the Roman

ones, did double duty in native cult and as covers for the imported
Greek pantheon, seen especially on the backs of inscribed Etruscan mir-
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rors: Tinia (Zeus), Uni (Hera), Nethuns (poseidon), Ti¡rms (Hermes),
Maris (Ares), Menrva (Athena), Sethlans (Hephaistos), ttresan (Eosj,
Türan (Aphrodite), Fufluns (Dionysos). Apulu was simply imponed,
like Apollo in Rome, while some lesser Greek names suffereà r¡q¡s
extensive corruption and were on occasion taken up into Latin (e.g.,
Bellerophontes ) Melerpanta; Ganymedes [Zeus's pederastic cupbea¡g¡1
) Catamitus); others were translated (Tinas clenar.Sons of åus' foi
Dioskouroi, Thevrumines'Bull of Minos' for Minotaur). But the names
of several important Etnrscan deities were clearly borrowed from Latin
(Uni < Juno, Nethuns ( Neptunus, Maris ( Mars), or formed from Italic
elements (Fufluns ( *Poplõno-; cf. Latin populus). Conversely, a Ro_
man deity may have a name that sounds like and matches an Efruscan
one (Minerva) or has an Etruscan appearance (Mercurius, sãturnus).

To a degree, then, Etruscan religion did have a bearing on Roman
culture, most notably in the composition of the so-called capitoline
triad of deities (ensconced on the capitol, one of Rome's r"uen hill.¡,
Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, so unlike ancient Indo-European structures
in combining one god with two goddesses. Our task, however, is not so
much to follow up as to pierce that interaction, in order to isolate it and
arrive at the "pure" Roman tradition.

It is sometimes starkly stated that "Rome has no myth." This is tue
to a point, but a corollary of such a bald assertion has been the tendency
of many scholars to view Roman religion in terms of primitivism, as
composed of vague powers, numina, rather than personified deities. It
is more prudent to assume that at some point Roman religion was
stripped of sacred narrative, demythologized yet not desacralized. why
this occurred can only be speculated upon, preferably in terms of what
remains. That includes a large body of archaic and conservative cultic
religion, feasts and rituals, which so cluttered the Roman calenda¡ that
every odd-numbered day was a religious festival of some sort, often
opaque to us and perhaps sometimes already to the celebrants. ovid's
great poetic religious calendar, the Fasti, regrettably covers only Janu-
ary-June (his banishment by Augustus cut it short); hence we a¡e better
informed about the first half of the year than the rest. The guiding light
for the early Romans was ancestral precedent, mõs mniõrum, with an
inordinate fixation on societal rather than cosmic concerns. Rome in-
deed started as its own center, with subsequent outward radiation as an
expression of its vitality and all roads still proverbially leading back to
it; it was its own axis mundi, unlike the Greeks, who were scattered in
advance and in sporadic search of a center. The founding of Rome was
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the pivotal 
..original" event, with the result that cosmogony and anth¡o-

,rôsonV appear transmuted to legendary urban beginnings-' Hence the
t*rí"tt 

on ho.- antiquities, such as Livy in Latin, Dionysius of Hal-

rc-uttut and Plutarch in Greek, were in a way mythographers' and

ifr, lort annalists they in turn drew upon composed in a real sense prose

,0i., on urban beginnings (Vergil, the arty epopoeist with his imperial

.ommitsion, belongs to a different, poetic literary sphere)'

The profusion of obscure cults and opaque rituals also means that

somewhere in the shadows there lurk cult myths, either forgotten or

ært aps likewise translated to "history." Their recovery is a prime task

ãf compatative mythology, either by internal reconstruction oç failing

ifrrt, Uy comparison with such related Indo-European traditions as that

of ancient India, where myth and ritual were perpetuated in tandem.

If proto-Roman myth has to be recovered by a combined excava-

tion ofiult and "history," Rome in its own stolid fashion was at least

mildly creative in some other paramythical ways' Roman law, to which

the west owes much of its jurisprudence, was evolutionary in the lim-

ited sense that legal lore can be, but it too harbors a basic societal con-

seryatism with roots deep in the Indo-European past. comparison with

ancient Indic law is once again apposite and, granted sacral origins,

with old lranian cofpora such as the vidêvdõt'Anti-Demon Law' as

well (after all, Mosaic law is part of the Pentateuch in the Old Ïþsta-

ment). Even in Hittite tradition, where religion and myth are heavily

sub- and adstratal, a healthy amount of Indo-European antiquities sur-

vives in the laws, for example, the legal verb *sar&- (infixed sar-nïk-)
.make restitution', which matches Latin sarcîre 'repair', also used in a

legal sense (damna lot iniuriam, noxiaml sarcire'make good dam-

ages').
Rome also evolved, maintained, and bequeathed a distinct sym-

bolism, very different from the broadly humane heritage of the Greeks.

The latter left us 'myth'and'tragedy', 'hybris' and'nemesis', 'eros'

and .psyche" ,catharsis' and 'charisma" Achilles' heel and Nessos's

cnat, Sisyphos's rock and Tirntalos's blend of lure and frustration, the

binary qu"nd"ry of scylla and charybdis, the idols ofthe cave and the

song-of the sirens. Athenian Greeks devised democracy (away from

tyranny and oligarchy), but to Rome the state was simply "the people's

busineis" (res publica), even as religion was "the gods' business" (res

divina). on top of such symbols as thelasces that still adorn the cham-

ber of the United States House of Representatives on Capitol Hill, Rome

handed down a lore of patriotic anecdotes. such was the story of the
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sudden chasm that had opened up in the Roman Forum, a divine pro-
digium to be propitiated only by precipitating "Rome's best," which
Marcus Curtius took to mean himself; he jumped in and caused the hole
to close, vindicating his good opinion of himself and sacrificially saving
the city. Another concerned Genucius Cipus, whose sudden sprouting
of horns presaged royal power, causing the good republican to choose
self-imposed exile, lest the prediction come true. Or Cincinnatus in his
conspicuous hurry to shed the trappings of office and get on with his
plowing, a tale applied to the citizen-soldiers of George Washington,
whose chopped cherry tree sprouted a similar legend of his own. The
Founding Fathers were so steeped in Roman lore that the gteat seal of
the United States bears three legends from Vergil: "Novus Ordo Seclo-
rum" (Eclogues 4.5: Magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo'The
great succession of ages is born anew')i "Annuit Coeptis" (Aeneid

9.625: Jupiter omnipotens, audacibus annue coeptls 'Almighty Jupiter,
beam on bold beginnings!'); "E Pluribus Unum" (Moretum to3: color
est e pluribus unus'lWhen you mix a salad,] there is one color out of
many'). Perhaps unwittingly but certainly appositely, Jefferson picked
the image of the melting pot from a Vergilian salad bowl.

The legacy of the ancient Roman priestly establishment (organized
into collêgia or'colleges') also extends forward and backward in time.
The elective lifetime chief curator of religious affairs, a position held by
Julius Caesar, was the pontifex maximus, a title still borne by the pope.
The antiquity of the term is clear, for it means literally 'way maker, pace

setter, expediter' (cf. artüfex 'skill practicer' , carni-fex 'meat makeç
executioner') and matches the Yedic pathi-k(r as a religious title ap-
plied to both gods and priests; pons here still reflects the Indo-European
meaning 'passageway' (land-based, watery, or even airborne), which
lingers on in Indo-Iranian, Slavic (Russian put'),Baltic (Old Prussian
pintis), and Greek (pátos) as 'way, road, path' but has developed into
'sea[ane]' in Greek póntos, into 'ford' in Armenian hun, and into
'bridge' inLatinpons. The ofrces of the pontifex maximus were in the
Regia, the old royal palace in the Forum, a building of great import in
Roman religion (cf. chaps. 14 and r5).

The cult of a particular deity was directed by a flãmen, a priestly
title comparable etymologically with Sanskrit brahmón- (or possibly al-
ternatively with the Old Norse verb blõta'to sacrifice'). TÏrc flamines
maiõres were the flamen dialis or high priest of Jupiter (assisted by his
wife the flaminica dialis), the flamen martialis, and the flamen quirin-
alis. This set is important by revealing the stucture of the "pre-
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Capitoline" Roman pantheon, before the Etruscan intrusion of Jupiter-

Juno-Minerva, to have been anchored on Jupiter, Mars, a¡rd Quirinus, a

canonic set comparable to the Vedic tripartition of gods into Adityas,

Rudras, and Vasus.

Diðlis is the adjective derived fromDiës(piter) ot Difrs, the original

name of Jûpiter (Indo-European *Dyëws, Vedic Dyaús, Greek Zeús),

which latter is the vocatival invocation form (matching Greek Zeû pá-

rcr;cf . Posei-don). Jupiter's nature and function closely resemble those

of Zeus; he has of course taken on some iconographic and anthropo-

morphic trappings of the latter, but basically he too is the personification

of the bright daytime heavens (cf . sub Jove'out in the open'), who also

holds sway in the airspace as the thunder-god (Jupiter Tonans) and pun-

ishes perjurers with his bolt. At the apex of the pantheon both the Greek

and the Italic religions (cf. Oscan Diovem, Umbrian Jrzve) have this

homologous figure, at variance with both Indo-Iranian and Celtic-

Germanic-Baltic-Slavic. This is a remarkable piece of parallel devel-

opment, not matched by much else in the two traditions. As patron of
trothkeeping (fidës),Jupiter has the faded allomorph Diùs Fidius, some-

what as the Vedic Mitra of covenants barely lingers on by the side of his

dvandva partner, the great oath-god Varuîa.
Mars (Mavors, Mamers, Mamars, etymologically obscure) was the

war-god minus the storm-god function, but still a much greater figure

of Roman religion than his Greek opposite number Ares. Unlike his

stock image in modern cartoons, his "agrarian" aspect as patron of the

husbandman almost outweighs his "martial" role. In De agri cultura

Cato addresses to this god the farmer's prayer for deliverance from a

threefold set of sufferings, even as the Old Persian kings from their per-

spective requested similar favor of Auramazda (chap. 6): Mars is to
"ban, repel, sweep away" (prohibessis, deþndas tverruncesque) re'
spectively "seen and unseen illnesses" (morbos visos invisosque),"de-
population [and] devastation" (viduertatem vastitudinem), "blights and

bad weather" (calamitates intemperiasque). As a warrior Mars also "is
in charge of peace" (praeest paci) in the same sense that War Depart-

ments are preferentially titled Defense (defendas), and the motto of the

United States Strategic Air Command reads "Peace Is Our Profession."

The hardheaded Roman proverb said, after all, si vis pacetn, para bel-

lum'if you want peace, prepare for war'. A kind of downward pressure

of hierarchies seems to obtain in the Roman pantheon: the heavenly

ruler has invaded the airspace, pushing the war-god out of the thunder-

god role and toward the "third estate"; in Greece, on the other hand,
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Zeus's similar expansion as the tamíãs polêmoio'dispenser of war' left
Ares little to do but alternately rage and dally with Aphrodite.

Quirînus was the divine embodiment of the Romans (euirïtes) a¡
peace, reflecting *Co-Virinos (altered by analogy of virilis), even as the
collective noun xco-yirrri yielded cúria 'assembly' (see further chap.
t7). He was the patron of men as producers, as progenitors, which iJa
sense that Indo-European *wiro- tends to have when juxtaposed to the
quasi-synonym *ner-, as in Vedic virákarma-'doing a man's work' =
'penis' versus, for example, n¡mónas-'keen minded, heroic spirited'.
In Latin only viro- lingered, in Oscan only ner-, in Greek only aner_,
but the difference lived on in Roman religion, where Nërio was the wife
of Mars while Virites (and Hora) were the consorts of euirinus. In the
Umbrian triad corresponding to the Latin, Juve and Marte are joined by
Vofione in the dative case, reconstructed as *Lewdhyono-, from *lew-
dhyo- 'freemen' (cf. Russian ljúdi, German Leute'people'; also */ew-
dhero- 'free' in Latin lîber, Oscan loufro-, Greek eleútheros). Vy'e may
compare further the parallel *Poplõnos, which yielded the Etruscan Fu-
fluns, called in Latin Liber. The "augmentative" -no- suffix in Italic and
the rest of Western Indo-European raises a common noun to the status
of a theonym (e.g., Gaulish Matõna'Mother', Old Norse Oðinn <
*Wãtónos 'Furious').

Such suffixes and the use of declensional endings at least allow one
to segregate the numina by gendeç as does of course the approximation
of the better-known ones with Greek opposite numbers. Otherwise, in
the absence of myths, it sometimes might not greatly matter (in Hittite,
for example, in the absence of a formal masculine : feminine gender
opposition, the sex of a deity can be in doubt). Of the remaining Roman
gods, some are probably Etruscan in name (Mercurius and Sãturnus/
Saeturnus, despite the folk-etymological echoes of Latin merx'wares'
for a god of tradesmen, and of satr¿J 'sown' for a harvest deity). Vol-
cänus, the god of fire and especially of wildfires, is cognate with San-
sk¡it ¿/&á 'flame' and vârcas-'effulgence' and may have an lranian
parallel in the Ossetic epic figure Kurd-alö-Vlärgoz 'Smith-Aryan-
rrly'ärgon'. A curious tie to Vedic Agni lore is present in the ritual sacri-
fice of small live fish to the fire at the Volcanãlia festival on z3 August,
which recalls Agni's deadly enmity toward fish, attested in both Vedic
and epic tradition. Neptänus's name, cult myth, and Indo-European ori-
gin are unraveled in chapter 16. Other figures had nonce names: the
two-faced Jðnus was literally 'Gateway', the numen of entrances and
beginnings, P ortùnus (from port us, cognate with Avestan p¡tu-'bndge'
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and Englishþrd) similarly patronized harbors, and Cõnsus, the god of

the harvested grain, meant simply'Storage' (=conditus).

Numina tend to be abstract, and abstract nouns are either neuter

(like numen itself) or feminine in gender (Liberty is a miss!). Hence

there are inordinate numbers of Roman feminine deities, in addition to

the better-known Juno, Diana, Vesta, Venus, and Minerva. Of those

five, Minerva may be of Etruscan provenance, and Venus is in origin an

abstract neuter noun (: Sanskrit vónas-'desire'), subsequently femin-

ized under the stimulus of the Greek Aphrodite. Vesta represents the

deified domestic hearth ñre (cf. Greek Hestíõ'Hearth', a "sister" of

Zeus like Hera and Demeter), with associations to the Old Indic Agni

cults (unique circular shrine in the Forum, with the vigilant Vestal vir-

gins guarding the fire). Dîãna reflects *Diviõnõ (cf ' dîus ( *diwios, as

in Dea Dia) and is thus root connected with Jupiter, although it may

mean little more than 'Divine'. She was billed as a huntress in syncre-

tism with the Greek (and perhaps Greco-Etruscan) Artemis, but she

may be in origin a maieutic figure more like the Greek Eileithyia, pa-

ffoness of menstruality and the birth process, hence with the same moon

associations to Lúna as in the assimilation of Eileithyia-Artemis to the

Greek Selënë 'Moon'. Júnõ Lûcîna had the same function; by syncre-

tism with Hera, Juno had been promoted to Jupiter's wife and patroness

of marriage (Prõnuba), but her earlier history may well be akin to that

of Diana. The name Jûnõ is derived from the root of iuvenis 'young'
(cf . iünix'heifer', Sanskrit feminine y,únî- of yúvan- 'young', and the

month name Jûnius or Jûnõnius), reminiscent of the possible meaning

of Hera as 'yearling' (cf. chap. 8). The stem Jûnõn- seems to be sec-

ondary in relation to an earlier Júni-, judging from Jûnius and the bor-

rowed Etrusc an Uni. Under the name Uni lurked a grcat goddess of the

Etruscans, one that was syncretized as Uni-Astarte in the Etruscan-

Phoenician symbiosis at coastal towns like þrgi (Caere's harbor), and

who was of course readily assimilated to Juno once Roman expansion

began, starting with the sack of Veii in the early fourth century B.c.E.

But Juno also bears the inherited marks of the Indo-European trans-

functional goddess, with especial affinity to the Old Iranian Aradvi Sürã

Anãhitã. The name implies youth, even as Anãhitã was described as a

"lovely young maiden" (chap. 6). At the cult site of Lanuvium in La-
tium Juno bore the epithets Seispes Mðter Reglna, where Seispes (:
sospes) means 'safe and sound, immune to attaint' (cf . Anãhita'Im'
maculate'), Regina signifies the warrior-class aspect (cf . Sûra 'Heroic',
and Vedic rõjanyò-), and Mater refers to the fertility function of the
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transfunctional goddess (cf . Aradví'Moist', and the Russian Mfui Syró
Zemljó'Mother Moist Earth'). In Vergilian epic the career of Dido,
Juno's tool in thwarting Aeneas, looks like a diachronic hypostasis of
the triple mythic nature of Juno herself, in her progression from a vir-
ginal intacta (Aeneid I.345) to an amazonal duxfemina (ibid. 3ó4) to ¿
would-be mother (Aeneid 433), albeit abortively, as the plot finally re-

quired. Dido herself may have been in origin a heroicized replica of the

Carthaginian Astarte (or Tänit), the same Phoenician-Punic great god-

dess who was syncretized with the Etruscan Uni at Pyrgi. Thus the ep-

icized features of Juno as the Indo-European transfunctional goddess

seem to have been grafted onto a saga version of the Semitic Astarte.

Some of the lesser goddesses have the same type of nonce names

as Janus, Consus, and Portunus; for example, Bellona (c1. bellum

'war'), Pomona (cf . põmus'fruit tree'), Flora (Oscan Fluusaí [dative
casel; cf. /ris 'bloom'), and Ops 'Plenty' (with her harvest festivals,

Opalia andOpicons¡v¡a). Others are opaque in name and known mainly

from the scraps of ritual that still attach to them. In several such in-

stances Vedic myth and ritual offer salient points of comparison, prov-

ing how deeply rooted in the Indo-European past such Roman petrifacts

can be.

Mõter Mãtuta (cf . mãtútinus 'of the morning') is a cover name for
the dawn-goddess (Aurora); her festival, the Matralia on I I June, twas

close to the summer solstice. This in how Plutarch is his Lfe of Camil'
/ns (section 5) describes her ritual: "Women lead a female servant into

the sanctuary and beat her with rods, thereupon they drive her out and

take into their arms their sisters' children rather than their own." A
couple of other brief passages in Plutarch's Moralia and an allusion in

Ovid's Fasti refer to the same events. This puzzling activity becomes

intelligible with reference to the mythology of the Vedic dawn-goddess

Uçãs, discussed in chapter 4, where the young sun-god is nurtured by

his maternal âunt, and where the tarrying dawn is violently chased from

the morning scene. Camillus, who dedicated the temple of Mater Ma-

tuta at Rome, figures in Livy and Plutarch as the great Roman military

figure of about 4oo B.c.E., who in the course of a long career defeated

the Gaulish onslaught on Rome and fought to a successful conclusion

the dragged-out war against the neighboring Etruscan city of Veii, thus

setting Rome on the path of expansion. Many of Camillus's victories

were won by sudden onslaughts and sallies at daybreak, something not

reported of other Roman general commanders, which makes him sus-

pect as a transposed epic replica of the sun-god himself, making his
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triumphant entry from the care of his patroness (really aunt) Mater Ma-

ruta. That Camillus was indeed a "solar" warrior is visiblefrom other

details of his career, such as the triple accusations brought against him

(see chap. t3), the most serious of which was, according to Livy

ß.n.6), a sacrilegiously excessive triumphal procession more fit for a

sun chariot. In this manner a modicum of sun-related myth, once made

anathema by Max Müller's excesses, can be cogently restored to its
proper place in Indo-European comparative mythology.

Another obscure goddess, Díva Angerõna, descnbed mainly by

Macrobius, was at the calendaric opposite pole from Mater Matuta,

with her festival on the winter solstice, zr December. This was the

brûma (1 brevissima), the shortest day of the year, when the daylight

was "narrow" (lux angusta, angusti dies). Angusføs is derived from
*angus ( = Vedic ámhas- 'narrowness, constriction'; see chap. 4), even

as augustus 'mighty' is from *augus (: Vedic òias- 'might'), and ven-

¡rsfas'charming' is from*venus (: Vedic vânas"desire'); Anger-õna

has the "augmentative" suffix added to the stem *anges' of tangus-

(with intervocalic "rhotacism" of s to r), even as Venus might as well

have appeared as *Venerõ¡n¿. It is known that Angerona's statue had its

mouth bandaged and sealed and that it held a finger to its lips in a ges-

ture commanding silence. Clearly Angerona had something to do with

the solstitial constriction of the source of light; with her gag she was the

very image of distress. The silence emanating from her, and which she

requested of celebrants, must have contained the key to the efficacy of
the ritual: by silence, rather than the usual cultic verbiage, would the

cosmic crisis be alleviated (a song about the mystery of that same sea-

son is still called "silent Night"). Something similar is found in Vedic

lore, involving the pnest (brahmón-) Atn, whom the A6vins pulled

from a fire pit. When the sun had been blacked out by the eclipse demon

Svarbhãnu, Atri (RV S.¿o.6) "found the sun hidden by darkness . . . by

means of the fourth formula lbróhman-)." Elsewhere it appears that this

mysterious "fourth" was silent meditation, as opposed to varieties of the

articulated word (vdc-), and that Atri thus rescued the sun by the mystic
power of silence. Clearly the same unique inherited mythical theme has

found two distinct articulations in Rome and in India.

Then there is the matter of the pedigree of Fortúna Primigenia, the

Lady Luck whose cultic headquarters at Praeneste (modem Palestrina)

became a gambling mecca for the Romans. Fortûna is derived from a

noun *fortu- (cf . fortuitus), besides/orti- seen infors'chance, luck'.
Cicero (De divinatione 2.85-86) described her cult statue, holding the
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infant Jupiter and Juno on her lap, which would indicate that she w¿g
conceived as the primordial (primigenia) mother of the gods. And yet
preserved inscriptions record dedications Fortunae Jovis puero'to For_
tuna child of Jupiter' or nationu cratiø Fortuna Diovo fileia primocenia
'as thanks for childbirth to Fortuna, Jupiter's firstborn daughter'. There
is a paradox here of the chicken-and-egg kind, which again finds its
parallel in Vedic, where the divine ancestress Aditi was said to be both
mother and daughter of Dakça (RV to.7z.4'of Aditi Dakça was born,
and conversely from Dakça Aditi'). Whatever the exact theological im-
plications, singularity has been pulled from isolation and can be as-
cribed to common heritage.

Lúa Mãter, who was the "consort" of Saturnus, and to whom vic-
torious Roman armies dedicated and burned captured enemy weapons
(Livy 8.r.6,45.33.2), is in name a variant of luês'blight, decay', in
modern medical jargon 'syphilis' (cf. Greek lúõ, Latin solvõ ( *se-Iuõ

'dissolve'). She has a better-documented parallel in the divinized femi-
nine abstract noun Nír-¡li- of the Rig-Veda and Athana-Veda, from the
verb nir-ry'dis-array, de-compose' (cf . ftó-'order'). One of the reju-
venation miracles of the A5vins involved a certain Vandana, whom they
"fixed up as craftsmen do a chariot" when he was ruined by old age
(nlrçtam jara4yáya, RV l.rr9.7). The goddess Nirfti is for the most
part a sinister figure whom other deities are asked to neutralize; she is
rarely invoked directly and then only apotropaically, being more often
wished on one's foe in the third person. Here again an ancient concep-
tual match between Rome and India seems to obtain, further abetted by
the Avestan demoness (Astõ-)Vidõtu'lBodily] Decomposition' who ap-
pears beside Nasu'Dead Matter'.

Finally there is Carna, whose name is derived from carõ, carn-
'meat', as, for example, Flöra is fromflõs, flor-. Mentioned by Ovid
and Macrobius, she had her feast day on the Kalends (first day) of June
and was connected with Junius Brutus, the legendary first consul and

hero of the Republican War. Carna seems to have been the deity favor-
ing digestion and alimentary metabolism and may have patronized the
meat that supplied vigor to the youthful (iuvenis: Junius) warrior. A
Vedic counterpart is the hymn in praise of the personified Nourishment,
Pitú- (RV L I87), who conferred the ójas- that enabled Ti.ita and Indra
to overcome the dragon.

Türning from deities to rituals as such, the Etruscan element again
deserves its due, for Etruscan ritual "science" was renowned, acknowl-
edged, and pervasive . The Libri rituales of the Etusca disciplina were
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still available in ancient Rome and were studied by generations of Ro-

man scholars (the emperor Claudius himself wrote a multivolume trea-

tise on Etruscan antiquities). Especially famous were the Librifulgur'
ales and Libri haruspicini, dealing with matters of lightning and

extispicy respectively. Etruscans were especially adept at divination

from entrails and the liver in particular; the hepatoscopy they practiced

and the liver models that have been found greatly resemble Mesopota-

mian counterparts, tying in with the eastern origin of the Etruscans. The

Romans adopted much, though using homespun terminology (haru'

spex 'gut-watcher'; cf . auspex 'bird watcher' in the practice of augury).

Their preoccupation with prodigia (unnatural happenings), their horror

of ritual pollution, and their compulsive concern with lustration re-

semble the situation in ancient Iran, as was noted in chapter 6' Indo-

European terminological and formulaic matches were also discussed

there, involving such key expressions as Latin crëdõ, iûs, and iústa

facere'perform funeral rites'. In Latin, i¡is as human right (codiñed as

/ã¡) was contrasted withfis as 'divine law', somewhat as in Gteek díkè

(cf . Latin iu-dic-) differed from t hémis . F¿is and thêmis (and Yedic dhâ-

man-) reflect the Indo-European root *dhë- 'set, put' (with a secondary

side meaning'do'); thus divine law was'laid down'. Such common

Latin verbs as interdîcere 'forbid' and interficer¿ 'kill' also have ancient

ritual uses with Indo-Iranian matches:

Latin: interdicere alicui aqua et rgnl 'forbid one water and fire'.

Avestan: antarã vîspâng dragvatô haxmâng mruyë'to all follow-
ers of the Lie I forbid communion' (Yasna 493)

Inter-dic- : antara rfira- express priestly excommunication, literally 'say

in'.

Old Latin: interficere aliquem vita (et lumine)'put someone out of
life (and light)'; interficere aliquem siti fameque 'do
away with someone by thirst and hunger'; interficere

panem 'put away [gobble up] bread'.

Vedic: antór mrryúm dadhatam'may they do away with death!'
(RV ro. t8.$; práryauhan m1ryúm . . . antardódhana dur-

itäni víívã'they repulsed death, having done away with all

ills' (AV S.28.8); antór órãtir dadhe'I have done in the

demons' (W, Maitraya4î Samhita r.2.t)'
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Inter-fic- i antár dhõ- fsame root*dhê-l mean literally 'do in' or .put

âwâ]'r in the sense of 'do away with, kill, consume, devour'. This was
the warrior's way of handling matters on and off duty, as with Thor
alternately killing giants and gulping down oxen with mead, whereas
the priestly class could do you in with verbiage alone.

We are still not through with archaic ritual fallout from the root
*dhë-. There was the college of priests called fëtiales who gave reli-
gious sanction to Rome's external relations: they consecrated both de-
clarations of war and treaties of peace, handled border disputes, a¡d
formally annexed newly conquered territory. The *fëti- in their name
matches the Vedic noun dltâtu- 'setting, base, foundation' (cf . forti-
beside fortu-) in the adjectives su-dhâf¡¡- 'well-founded', used in RV
7 .6o.t r of rendering territory fit for settlement (lcçóyaya\, and tidhâtu-
'triple-founded', describing the universe staked out by Viçnu in his
primordial three steps (see chap. 4).

The most remarkable set of Roman-Indic ritual accordances in-
volves the tabus which the lndic brahmón and the Romanflãmen dialis
(F.D.) had in common. These strengthen the somewhat shaky etymo-
logical identification of the two as an Indo-European *bhlaghsmen.

Culled from various Roman sources (Plutarch, Gellius, Livy, Pliny, Ap-
pian) and mainly from the Laws of Mann, the prohibitions involved the
following:

r. The F.D. cannot be forced to swear an oath.
The brahmin cannot be subpoenaed as a witness.

2. The F.D. must not set eyes on an anny.
The brahmin must stop religious activity in the proximity of
warfare.

3. The F.D. must not mount or even touch a horse.

The brahmin must not pursue religious study on horseback or
on any other conveyance.

4. The F.D. must not go near a funeral pyre.
The brahmin must avoid smoke from a funeral pyre and stop

religious activity at the passage of a funeral procession.

5. The F.D. must avoid intoxicants and fermented substances.

The brahmin must not ingest alcohol.

6. The F.D. must not rub himself with oil outdoors.
The brahmin, after rubbing his head, must not get oil on other
parts of his body.
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7. The F.D. must not touch raw meat.

The brahmin must not eat nonsacrificial meat nor take any

alms from a butcher, brewer, or operator of oil press or

brothel.

8. The F.D. must not touch or even mention a dog.

The brahmin must not read the Veda when he hears a dog bark

or eat food that has been in contact with dogs or their

breeders.

9. The F.D. must never, not even at night, doffentirely the insig-

nia of his priesthood, and his wife the flaminica must ascend

only by a closed staircase lest bystanders below glimpse her

lower anatomy.

The brahmin must never be stark naked, and he must not see

his wife in the nude.

ro. The person of the F.D. is sacrosanct, hence laying hands on

him (flamini manus iniicere) is an aggravated crime.

The killing of a brahmin is the supreme felony, which even

reverberates into the supernatural realm (witness Indra's

troubles over Tri6iras).

Many such priestly tabus, whether legal, visual, tactile, dietary, or

sexual, are commonplace in the world (cf. e.g., Mosaic law), butthe
set of precise matches obtaining here clearly points to a common cul-

tural inheritance, which in the circumstances can only be called Indo-

European.
A similarly close-knit congruence exists between the various types

of marriages attested in ancient Rome and ancient India. There was a

provision in Roman law whereby a woman upon marriage passed into

the manus, under the potestas of the husband, who thus came to have

rights over her in loco parentis. In two marriage procedures, the solemn

religious confarreatio in the presence of the flamen dialis, and the

coemptio, which was a charade of a sales transaction, the husband ac-

quired power over the wife at once by the very act of marriage. On the

contrary, the third form of marriage, by úsus, did not gÍant manus to

the husband until one year after the beginning of cohabitation, and then

only if the wife had not left the conjugal domicile during three succes-

sive nights. Thus she had the option to postpone manus indeñnitely,
simply by going away for three consecutive nights every year. This was

called ùsum rumpere'break the habit', and the attendant expression
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usurpatio trinoctii reveals the true meaning of usurpòre: she acted ¿s ¡
*ùsurupa 'habit breaker' (cf . Iegirupa 'lawbreaker'). In the midst of the
patriarchal severity of Roman law such a common-law loophole fs¡
women's liberation looms strange indeed. Since confarreatio was ob-
viously priestly in kind, and coemptio fictitiously venal, it seems that
by exclusion the Indo-European scheme would point to the warrior-
class origin of marriage by r7sas. This can be tested on the Laws of
Manu, where eight forms of marriage were listed, but the first four were
mere variants of brahmin religious ceremony (brõhma, daiva, ãrqa,
prajapatya) and the last one (paiíãca, named after demons) involved
stealthy rape of a sleeping, drunk, or mad woman rather than legal wed-
lock. The remaining kinds were asura (marriage by purchase, mes¡
proper for vailyas; cf. BhIsma's buying Madri as Pãp{u's second wife),
gãndlarva (defined as icchayãnyonyasamyogaþ 'union by mutual de-
sire'), and rãkçasa (marriage by abduction, hauã chitna ca bhitnã ca
'attended by killing, wounding, and breakage'). The last two were
either explicitly or implicitly for the warrior class, although some legal
writings denounced both ãsura and rãkçasa as anãrya for their venality
or violence. A combination, stylization, and "toning down" of gãn-
dharva and rãkçasa produced the epic lndic svayalry¿ra, which in-
volved free choice on the woman's part but also rivalry among the males

and could on occasion end in mock or real abduction. Gãndharva stands

out here as the free-will union of the parties, without parental involve-
ment, seemingly as anomalous in India as Ísas was in Rome. This is
where the epic Indic story of Duþçanta and Sakuntalã comes in, told in
chapter 5. When the king learns that the maiden he has just met is of
kçatriya extraction like himself, he proposes instant marriage, to be

consummated on the spot, and persuades her that this is lawful for their
class and that she is mistress of herself (ãtmanaþ prabhuh) and compe-
tent to make a gift of her body. She states her terms and then freely
consents. The explanation for such marital practices in both India and

Rome lies in the self-willed, autonomous nature of the Indo-European
warrior, which was discussed with reference to Indra's and the Maruts'
svadhâ in chapter 4. The warrior class members and their gods both
"did their own thing" differently from the rest of the ordered society.
That a reminiscence of this trait lingers in Roman law is proof positive
that the Indo-European tripartite class structure, submerged beyond re-

cognition in historical Rome, was once ancestrally present in pre-

Roman society as well.
Pieces of Roman ritual, obscure in themselves, can find some mea-
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sure of elucidation in the Vedic texts. Thus the Fordicîdia, the killing of
a pregnant cow on l5 April, has a close match in the Vedic-ritual of the

aqtlpadi'eight-legged one', that is, cow with calf, whose slaughter had

similar connotations of promoting fertility; the Vestals would burn the

extracted calf and use the ashes for lustration atthe Parîlia (or Palîlia)

six days later. The latter was the festival of the rural goddess Palës and

involved the mutilation of a horse, whose blood was used for fumigation

along with the ashes of the Fordicidia and empty beanstalks; the etio-

logy of this event was closely tied to the childhood legend of Romulus

and Remus as "pastoral twins" first nursed by a she-wolf. In Vedic lists

of the ASvins' miracles (see chap. 4), the mare Vií-pálã ( = Palã of
the vií-, i.e. , of the vaiSyas) had a leg severed in the finale of a race but

was promptly fitted by the Asvins with a metal prosthesis, to enable her

to compete for the posted trophy (RV I.I16.5). In the very next verse

the ASvins restore eyesight to fi.jrãSva (blinded by his father) on the

insistence of a she-wolf whom he had favored with a hundred edible

rams. The several elements (Palês : Palã, the mutilation, the twins, and

possibly the ancillary she-wolf theme) once again indicate some degree

of affinity. Related to both cattle and horses there was the augural rite of
iûges auspici¡¡m, described as cum iunctum iumentum stercus fecit
'when a yoked beast makes excrement'; this occurrence was considered

inauspicious, to be obviated by unyoking. In the Vedic Mudgala hymn
(RV to.Io2) the name hero and his wife enter a contest, driving a char-

iot with a yoked bull. In the course of the race the animal stales and

farts, and his droppings strike Mrs. Mudgala, but they hang in there and

emerge victorious. The text is unclear on many points, but here too

concern with the excrement of a yoked animal is somehow essential to
the outcome. In this manner both Roman and Vedic religion seem to
contain matching pieces of a larger Indo-European puzzle.

There was a real Roman chariot race on the Campus Martius at the

F4uirria (( *Equi-curria'Horse Run'), celebrated around the original
New Year (27 February and t3 March) and reputed to have been

founded by Romulus in honor of Mars. Johannes Lydus (De mensibus

4.zo) has preserved the tradition that the participants were divided into
three "tribes" and that their colors were red, white, and green respec-

tively. These are of course still the colors of the flag of Italy, and with
the frequent green/blue variation also of, forexample, France, the Neth-

erlands, Norway, [celand, Britain, and the United States. In fact there
is much evidence that white, red, and green/blue were the canonic col-
ors of the Indo-European three social classes, white for the priests, red
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for the warriors, and green/blue for the productive class. rJVhite and red

were in fact the two "privileged" colors, produced by costly teatments
(bleaching of linen and red/purple dyes), while the rest (green, blue,
yellow, black, etc.) were more or less "natural" hues. In Mycenaean

Greek textile inventories only leukø 'white' and porphureia 'purple'

cloth is expressly attested by color, and Spanish colorado still means

'red' above all. Thus the equirria preserve another reminiscence of the

prehistoric tripartite class structure, and Johannes Lydus clinches this

by stating that the russati (red) belonged to Mars, the albati (white) to
Jupiter, and the virides (green) to Venus, thus to patron deities typical

of the warrior, priestly, and commoner orders. But this is not the only
archaism, for the equirria resembles the Old Indic vãiapeya 'victory
toast' race, which seems to have been originally an open free-for-all for
brahmin, kçatriya, and vaiSya alike but was gradually stylized into a
prearranged ritual whereby the predictably victorious kçatriya king
symbolically consolidated his hold over the total society and especially

over the vaiSya multitudes.
A race of another kind was involved in the Lupercöll:a on I5 Feb-

ruary. A band of celebrants called Luperci (perhaps lûpus'wolf' * hir'
cas 'he-goat'), wearing only goatskin loincloths and brandishing goat-

hide whips called februa, gathered at the Palatine hill and ran about

Rome in a mitigated form of flagellant ritual, sriking especially women

as a magical aid to procreation. This is a widespread form of folkloristic
practice in fertility cult, in the Roman instance under the patronage of
the Italic woodland deity Faunus. The etiology Ovid offers (Føsd

2.425-52) relates to the Rape of the Sabine Women under Romulus (of

which more below). rilhen the forcibly obtained wives proved barren

because of divine displeasure, appeals to Juno resulted in a divine voice

proclaiming "I-€t a sacred goat penetrate the women of Italy!" Rather

than go through with such bestial abomination, however, whipping with
goathide proved to be enough of a symbolic compliance to ensure fe-

cundity. But the Lupercalia interests comparative mythology on a dif-
ferent account. A scant month before the fatal Ides of March, Julius

Caesar was reviewing the Lupercalia from his seat of eminence when

the consul Marc Antony, one of the Luperci, broke the race, ran up to

Caesar, and tendered him a crown. The crowd disapproved; Caesar

waved him off, and the incident passed. It seems certain that Caesar and

Antony themselves staged this testing of public opinion with a view to

a planned restoration of the mona¡chy after nearly five centuries. Caesar

as pontifex maximus was well versed in Roman religious antiquities and
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must have picked the occasion as opportune, as one that would posi-

tively galvanize the multitude. But he miscalculated, and-a few weeks

later he was slain. What was it about the Lupercalia that advocated its

use for a test coronation? Another tradition involving Romulus supplies

part of the answer. There were two groups of Luperci, one alleged to

go back to Romulus, the other to Remus (Caesar added a third, Luperci

Julii, composed of his own henchmen, another sure sign of political

machination). The legends of those companions of the founding twins

concern their pastoral youth and the cattle-related phase of an incipient

rivalry that would end up in the removal of Remus and the consecration

of Romulus as rex. Thus at the back of the Lupercalia there may lurk

an ancient rite of royal installation that Caesar and Antony still knew,

but whose persistence in folk memory they perhaps overestimated. A
parallel is found in the Old lndic rõjasûya 'kingmaking' ritual, really a

coronation (the kind Yudhiçfhira arranged for himself in book z of the

Mahãbhãrata), but one where the crucial sprinkling ceremony was at-

tended by a staged mock elimination of family rivals, particularly in the

form of regaining a herd of cattle.
A footrace also was involved in the October Equus, the great sac-

rificial rite of 15 October. After a horserace on the Campus Martius, a

winning horse was sacrificed to Mars with a spear, followed by a
struggle of two factions over its head, and the tail was rushed by runners

to the Regia (ust under a kilometer away), so that blood from it could

drip onto its hearth. This important ritual, and its comparison with the

Old Indic alvamedha, the horse sacrifice that turned a king into an over-

king, is treated in chapter t5. Further rites relating to the Regia and the

cults housed there are discussed in chapter 14.

Unlike the horse, which was offered only to Mars at the October
Equus observances, other sacrificial victims appear in a wider range of
structures. The best known of these is the suovetaurilia, performed sø,

ove, tauro'with a swine, sheep, and bull' (or better with averres, aries,
and taurus 'boar, ram, and bull') on the Campus Ma¡tius. Although
technically the sheep was sacrificed to Jupiter, the bull to Mars, and the

swine to Tellus ('Earth'), Mars was somehow the overriding recipient,
the umbrella deity of the whole, just as Cato's old tripartite rustic prayer

for protection (quoted earlier) was addressed to Mars alone as part of
the suovetauriJi¿. Similarly in ancient India the sautrõmøryî sacnfrce

consisted of a ram, a bull, and a he-goat, dedicated to Sarasvatl, Indra,

and the A6vins respectively, but the entire rite derives its name from
Indra Sutrâmnn 'Good Protector'. Sarasvatr- as the somewhat faded
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transfunctional goddess received the sheep, while her Iranian counter-
part Anähitâ in full triple glory claimed wholesale quantities of stal-
lions, cattle, and sheep (see chap. 6). Juno is somewhere intermediate;
at the Regia she got a porca and agna (female pig and lamb), and on
the Capitol she was given a bõs ftmina (cow), but as Juno Curitis (or

Quiritis) at Falerii she had a range fully worthy of a transfunctional
goddess, with the sole exception of the horse: heifers, bullocks, pig,
ram, and goat (Ovid, Amores 3. r3. r3-I8). Jupiter received a sheep at
the Regia but a åõs mas (male bovine) on the Capitol, distinct from the

breeding bull (taurus) reserved for Mars. Ancient hierarchies are still at
work here, with sheep at the priestly level, stallion and bull in comple-
mentary distribution for the warrior deity, and cattle, goats, and swine
in the third-estate slot. Similarly in Greece the triple sacrifice called
tritttis onginally comprised a ram, a bull, and a boar (kriós, taûros,
kópros), but these could be offered to almost any deity, and the strict
choice and ordering of victims was also collapsing. Thus the bond be-

tween ritual and theology, so precious in India, Iran, and Italy, had been

broken, which is one reason Greece so often remains the odd man out
in this kind of comparative mythology.

Türning from theology and ritual to legendary history as a Roman
source of myth, certain ingredients have already been anticipated: Cam-
illus, a general of about 4oo B.c.E., figures in the solar myths surround-
ing Mater Matuta, and Romulus, with his legendary floruit of about

75o, occurs in the founding etiologies of various rituals described

above, which in reality must go back to very archaic levels of religion,
as shown by comparison with Old Indic parallels. Romulus is the most
complex, most difficult figure of Roman myth, both by himself and in
association with his twin Remus. As was remarked earlieç Roman foun-
dation myth replicates world creation, and hence Romulus as a "twin"
is potentially comparable to the Indo-Iranian *Yama 'Trvin' in terms of
Indo-European anthropogony; this study is carried out in chapter 17.

Childhood traditions about Romulus cast him with Remus as a pastoral

pair of twins more in the cattle-raising Dioskouric mold, with clear con-

formity to the typical "Raglanian" hero pattern (divine siring, exposure,

etc.). The life span of Romulus from conception to apotheosis is spaced

in terms of the "pre-Capitoline" divine triad Jupiter, Mars, and Quiri-
nus, since Mars was his father and Jupiter his protectoç and after his

mystical departure in a thunderstorm he was believed to have become

Quirinus (the mechanism of the transfer is discussed in chap. r7). fn
the list of Roman rulers, howeveç Romulus stands out as the initial
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magician-king, the mysterious establisher who is the epic projection of
his mentor Jupiter. By contrast, his successor Numa Pompi{ius was the
very model of the humanely oriented lawgiver, who organized priest-

hoods and instituted the annual ceremony dedicated to Fides'Tìroth', at
which the priests officiated with their right hands swathed to the fingers.
His hallmark was his tutela pacis, his guardianship of peace (Livy
r .zr .5). He is clearly a projection of Diüs Fidius, the legalistic (as op-
posed to magical) allomorph of Jupiter, and resembles the Vedic Mitra
versus Varu4a (Mitra's name is etymologically cognate with Russian
mir'peace').

After Numa there was a characteristic break and interregnum, and
suddenly the scene changes to the next king, Ttrllus Hostilius, who is
consumed by lust for action and military adventure. The central event
of his reign is the war against Rome's sister city Alba Longa under its
commander Mettius Fufetius. In the course of the war the outcome is
decided by a duel between two sets of triplets, the Roman Horatii and
the Alban Curiatii, and when the one surviving Horatius slays all three
Curiatii, Alba is by agreement defeated. Then the victorious Horatius
returns home in triumph; but seeing the tears of his sisteç who had been
betrothed to one of the Curiatii, he is overcome by fury and stabs her.

The slaying of kin had to be expiated in religious ceremonies that were
thereafter traditional in the gezs Horatia, whose name is derived from
that of Hora, wife of Quirinus. Soon thereafter Tl¡llus and his reluctant
new subject ally Mettius of Alba were to join in a common military
operation, but at a crucial moment Mettius withdrew from battle in or-
der to await the outcome and then side with the winner, thus leaving
Ti¡llus in mortal danger. Praying for strength to Quirinus, Ops, and Sa-
turnus, Tullus managed to extricate himself and prevail, then seized
Mettius and had him dragged to pieces between horses.

All this is a miniature warrior epic founded on ancient mythic
themes. The parallels are found in Vedic myth (see chap. 4), where
Indra makes Täta (literally 'Third') Ãptya kill a triple adversary, the
'three-headed' ThiSiras, a kinsman whose murder had to be expiated by
the Ãptya family (cf. the gens Horatia). Indra's other analogous mis-
adventure involved the demon Namuci, with whom he had a compact.
of nonkilling, which the demon violated by a ruse, imperiling Indra.
The god recovered with the help of the ASvins and Sarasvati (cf. Quir-
inus, Ops, and Saturnus, "third-estate" deities all) and resorted to trick-
ery of his own, decapitating Namuci. Clearly Ti¡llus's career is the Ro-
man epic projection of Indo-European warrior myth. Like Indra, he is
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soiled by impious kin killing and unwarriorlike contract breaking, ys¡
without completing Indra's triple roster of misdeeds by sexual villainy.
This is in the nature of the Roman heroic "ethic," which condoned blas-
phemy, cruelty, and even cowardice but excluded lechery or baseness,

reserving it for the "foreign," Etruscan Tarquins, culminating at the end
of the kingship in the Rape of Lucretia.

As soon as Ti¡llus's reign blew over there was another break, and
subsequent rulers such as Ancus Martius and the Tbrquins were con-
cerned mainly with matters of public works and economic policy, build-
ing sewers to the Tiber, consolidating the treasury (fiscus), and institut-
ing the census or property ranking of the population. The last measure

is attributed to Servius Tt¡llius, a strange, magically endowed ruler in-
tercalated between the two Tiarquins, whose birth tales involved a flam-
ing halo bursting around his head and his being sired by a divine phallus

that mysteriously erected itself out of the royal hearth fire (these tradi-
tions smack more of sprightly Indic birth legends or of the Old Iranian
xvaranah with its combined igneous and spermatic connotations than of
the usual dour Roman gravitas).

Specific episodes of Roman saga-history mirror well-defined Indo-
European mythical themes. The Rape of the Sabine Women under Rom-
ulus (capturing wives from the "rurals" ruled by Tltus Tätius, occupying
the neighboring Quirinal hill) conesponds to the conflict or theomachy
between third-estate deities and those of the other two classes that is
observable in India (Indra vs. Aóvins; see chap. 4), Ireland (Tüatha vs.
Fomoire), and Scandinavia (Asir vs. Vanir). At the conclusion of the
feud the two antagonistic groups are integrated into a tripartite pan-

theon/society, the latter made up in Romulus's Rome of Ramnes (Ro-
mans proper), Luceres (Etruscans), and Titienses (Sabines, a more Os-
can-like rustic component).

The Republican War, including the siege of Rome by the Etruscan
king Porsenna and the battle of Lake Regillus, exhibits elements that
may point to another epicization of Indo-European eschatological battle
myth, the same that was discussed with reference to Kurukçetra and

Ragnarök in chapter 5. The personalities of that w¿¡r seem to form a
.structured ensemble not unlike the protagonists of the Mahõbhãrata:
Horatius Cocles ('Cyclops', i.e., one-eyed) with his paralyzing gaze,

and Mucius Scaevola '[æfty', who burns offhis right hand to back up a

heroic trickery, are epic exemplars of Jupiter and Diäs Fidius, with bod-
ily mutilations matching their Scandinavian counterparts, the one-eyed
host paralyzer Odin and the legal guardian Tlr who lost his right hand
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as a pledge in the maw of the cosmic wolf Fenrir (significantly, Diüs
Fidius had a temple on the Collis Mucialis, and the priests of Fides,

installed by Numa, symbolically bandaged their right hands). Brutus
and other early consuls such as Publius Valerius ("Publicola") were the

warrior elite, while Larcius and Herminius acted as supply masters and

the virgo Cloelia, who helped save Rome from Porsenna with her fides,
bravery, and concern for the young, played the part of transfunctional
female, comparable to Draupadï in the Mahãbhãrata.In this way it is
conceivable that, as in the Mahõbhãrata, the passing of the old order
and the establishment of the Republic were cast in the epicized mold of
the old eschatological myth of desnucdon and regeneration of the world
order, with Pãq{avas versus Kauravas and Patriots versus Tkquins play-
ing the roles still reserved for gods and demons in han and Scandinavia.
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